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The Aims of Today’s Briefing

Corporate Value
Cost of Capital Growth Rate

Created Value

 Understanding the key points of ITOCHU’s management through a detailed explanation of 
Annual Report 2021

 Promoting engagement through our responses to issues and promoting further awareness 
of issues

 Achieving further enhancement of corporate value through the actions above
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Main Points (Editorial Policy)

 Placed emphasis particularly on strategic focus and forward-looking mindset, connectivity, and consistency

 Explaining “Brand-new Deal” strategies which serve as a compass in enhancing corporate value

Editorial Policy & Structure of Annual Report 2021

 Compiled an annual report as an important tool for encouraging dialogue with all stakeholders

p.6

■ IR Website
■ Sustainability Website
■ ESG Report

[Focus point]

• Comprehensiveness and 
timeliness of information
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Example: Project for protecting sea turtles

Example:
Healthcare

IT businesses
Example: Energy storage 
system-related businesses 

As the standard for inclusion in our annual report, we have selected environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG)-related information from an investor’s perspective 
based mainly on its relation to our businesses and material issues.

Contained in Annual Report
A. Operating activities that are highly related to ITOCHU’s 

businesses and material issues and that ITOCHU actively 
participates

B. Operating activities that are highly related to ITOCHU’s 
businesses and material issues while the participation of 
ITOCHU is limited

Contained in Sustainability Website / ESG Report
C. Operating activities with little relation to ITOCHU’s businesses 

and material issues

B

C

A

Our participation in operating activity (investment ratio, etc.)

■ Annual Report (this report)
[Focus points]

• The consistency of our strategies as well as the sustainability and 
future of our business model

• The overall connectivity of our story
• Our reliability from the viewpoint of stakeholders (commitment-based 

management)
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Editorial Policy & Structure of Annual Report 2021

p.7Information Structure

Corporate Value
Cost of Capital Growth Rate

Created Value

Driving Force for 
Sustainable Value Creation (Total Capital)

Initiatives and Systems 
Supporting Sustainable Growth

Steppingstones to Medium- to
Long-Term Value Creation

Achievement of Short-Term Targets

Given the business management stance that we pursue “all the priorities,” rather than choosing 
“a single expedient,” we have arranged information based on a corporate value calculation formula 
(a perspective of investment decision) by showing how all of our measures increase corporate value

“Sampo-yoshi,” Strengths, 
Non-Financial Capital, 

Financial and Capital Strategies, etc.

Sustainability, Human Resource 
Strategy, Governance, etc.

Financial Results, 
Review of Previous Medium-Term 

Management Plans, etc.

Medium-Term Management Plan,
Logic Tree, CVS, 

Climate Change, etc.
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Structure of Management Messages 

Human resource strategies, 
response to COVID-19, 
corporate branding, etc.

Financial KPI, 
dialogue / information disclosure, 

cash allocation, etc.

Market-oriented perspective, “Sampo-
yoshi,” shareholder returns policy, etc.

Belief, SDGs-related business,
approach for promoting 

projects, etc.

Seeking the key points of 
ITOCHU’s management as the 
CEO talks about his overall 
management policies and each 
officer provides broader and 
deeper explanations of their 
responsible areas

Ideal Merchant Vision

Sustainability Financial and Capital Strategies
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 Strengthening our competitive advantage in the non-resource 
sector based on a market-oriented perspective

 Promoting a well-balanced management strategy 
based on “Sampo-yoshi”

 Taking initiatives by focusing the downstream

 Driving decarbonization based on a market-oriented 
perspective

 Maintaining our basic stance as a “merchant”

 Responding to the market expectations 
(shareholder returns)

Highlights of the CEO Message

p.10
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Highlights of the COO Message

p.16

 Placing high value on the “front lines” and “trust”

 Overcoming challenges by serving as a role 
model and unifying organizations

 Forecasting → Market-oriented perspective 
→ Execute systematically

 Addressing social demands that need to be 
resolved while increasing our earning power

Beliefs as President & COO

Key concepts based on energy storage system
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p.36

Highlights of the CFO Interview

 Surplus funds that can be used for growth 
investments

 Consideration of revised shareholder returns 
policy based on dialogue

Sustainable
increases

in corporate value

Issues

Dialogue
Reflection in
management

measures

Enhancing
shareholders’

equity

Positive core
free cash flows 
after deducting  

shareholder
returns

NET DER

Shareholder
Returns

Control of Interest-
Bearing Debt

Growth
Investments

Achieve High ROE While Balancing Three Factors The Positive Cycle of Dialogue and Enhancing Corporate Value

Consistent financial and capital strategies
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p.44

Highlights of the CAO Interview

 Human resource strategies and cultivation of a 
motivating work-place environment

 Response to COVID-19

 Corporate branding activities, etc.

Measures that pursue the “true nature”



Response to Issues
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Committing to Announcing Revised Shareholder Returns Policy

p.36
p.15

FYE 2022 1st Half Business Results Summary p.9

We again studied market expectations gained through dialogues with investors and shareholders after 
announcing the medium-term management plan and announced the BND2023 New Dividend Policy with 
the second quarter financial results
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Issue Recognition and Response at the Previous Briefings

①Presenting specific measures for the FamilyMart Business

②Setting and announcing long-term GHG reduction targets

③Explaining case studies on sustainability management aligned with 
business activities

④Commenting on the President & COO selection process in dialogues 
with Outside Directors

⑤Providing detailed explanations on the significance of owning
listed Group companies

 Presenting the concrete outcomes of collaboration with CITIC and CP Group, 
as well as of the delisting of FamilyMart

 Improving climate change-related initiatives and disclosures, including long-term 
CO2 reduction targets

 Formulating business investment process with more consideration paid to ESG factors

 More substantive disclosures of the rationale for holding shares in listed Group companies

 Introducing examples about specific initiatives in human rights due diligence

 Explaining the detailed discussions held by the Nomination Committee
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Growth RateCost of Capital

Corporate Value
Created Value

①Presenting Specific Measures for the FamilyMart Business

p.60

p.61

Measures Anticipated Effects

[Cut]
Supply chain
optimization

Cost improvement and social issue
solutions in the supply chain

• Reduction of food loss and opportunity loss
• Reduction of excess production and inventory
• Reduction of logistics cost
• Increased efficiency of warehouse operations and 

enhanced productivity

[Earn]
Enhanced
customer

contact points

Provision of new value at
Group customer contact points

• Expansion of advertising and financial services
• Enhanced store operations
• Expansion of D2C model
• Development of products and services from 

customers’ points of view

p.59

Listing the specific content of Advertising & Finance Businesses and Making the Supply Chain More Efficient, 
which are measures for Market-Oriented Business Transformation that we undertake with the aim of 
presenting results from FamilyMart’s privatization
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②Setting and Announcing Long-term GHG Reduction Targets

p.64

Setting and announcing a roadmap for complying with the Japanese government’s 2050 carbon neutrality 
goals. Leading the industry on contributing to GHG emission reduction through our operations

Method for Calculating our Reduction Contributions

Policy of contributing to society’s GHG 
reductions by replacing products and 
services currently in use with ITOCHU’s 
products and services

<Example>
Calculating GHG reduction contribution 
amount assuming ITOCHU’s 
“①Renewable energy” replaces the 
world’s “②Coal-fired power generation”

Reduction contribution (calculation example)
＝ Equity equivalent of power generated

x (GHG emission intensity from ②
ー GHG emission intensity from ①)

Growth RateCost of Capital
Corporate Value

Created Value
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ITOCHU was the first general trading company to disclose the GHG emissions from all the fossil fuel 
businesses and interests connected to it. We are enhancing our disclosures and are swiftly and forcefully 
reducing GHG emissions

p.64

In addition to Scopes 1 and 2, we disclose 
all emissions in the value chain, including 
Scope 3 in the categories detailed below

Category 1. Purchased goods and services
<Example> Calculation assuming resources of our 
interest stakes are purchased

Category 4. Upstream transportation and 
distribution
<Example> Calculation of our portion of emissions, 
including from transportation to ports

Category 11. Use of sold products
<Example> Calculation assuming resources of our interest 
stakes are sold to and then combusted by the buyer

Methods for calculating GHG emissions

Growth RateCost of Capital
Corporate Value

Created Value

②Setting and Announcing Long-term GHG Reduction Targets
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Corporate Value
Cost of Capital Growth Rate

Created Value

③Explaining Case Studies on Sustainability Management Aligned with Business Activities

We conduct sustainability management aligned with each of our business activities and enhance the 
transparency of our entire supply chain, which helps enhance the competitive advantage and 
corporate value of the Group

・Started survey in FYE 2009
・Notify the Sustainability Action Guidelines 
for Supply Chains before conducting business
・Conducting supplier surveys and 
interviews for high-risk countries, certain
monetary amounts, and certain product
lines (FYE 2021 results: 310 companies)

Supply Chain 
Sustainability Surveys

ESG Risk Assessment for New
Business Investment Projects

・Assessing ESG risks of new business 
investments before making decision by 
using ESG checklist for investments which 
consists of check items regarding society 
and environment

p.78p.79
Human Rights Due Diligence

・Started in FYE 2021. Disclosed results of 
due diligence in the Food Company on our 
website
・Conducting due diligence in the Metals & 
Minerals Company in FYE 2022
・Expanding the scope of due diligence to 
other companies

p.79
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④Commenting on the President & COO Selection Process in Dialogues with Outside Directors

p.83

p.84

Regarding the selection of 
President & COO, commenting 
on the discussion content of the 
Nomination Committee, 
hearings and other selection 
processes, and reasons for 
selection

It is possible to confirm the 
individual assessments 
mentioned in the CEO Message 
and their alignment with the 
common awareness of the 
Outside Directors

Corporate Value
Cost of Capital Growth Rate

Created Value
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⑤Providing Detailed Explanations on the Significance of Owning Listed Group Companies

p.91

In addition to the outline of the 
status of the construction of the 
governance framework in the 
previous fiscal year, we 
enhanced our disclosures with 
the awareness of the 
substantive effect of disclosures

In addition to the significance of 
ownership by ITOCHU, we list 
the specific content regarding 
the merits to subsidiaries 
(scheduled to be updated going 
forward in line with the situation)

Annual Report 2020 p.77
Corporate Value

Cost of Capital Growth Rate

Created Value
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Other ESG-Related Initiative① ~Establishing the New Women’s Advancement Committee~

Established the new Women’s 
Advancement Committee 
based mainly on the revised 
CG Code for issues identified in 
dialogues with Outside 
Directors

p.84

Press Release

Aiming to contribute to the 
SDGs (gender equality) by 
creating a corporate culture 
where diverse personnel can 
thrive
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FYE 2019

April 2018
Designated “Address Climate Change”

as a revised material issue

2050: Net zero
2040: Zero with offsets

2030: Reduce by 40%
compared with 2018

May 2021
Announced the GHG Emissions 
Reduction and Offset Targets

FYE 2020 FYE 2021 FYE 2022

February 2019
Announced the Coal-Related Business Policy

Sold Rolleston thermal coal interests in Australia

Approx. 1 and a 
half years later

3 months later

10 months 
later

Approx. 
1 year later

May 2019
Announced our endorsement of the TCFD recommendations 

after conducting a scenario analysis based on the TCFD 
recommendations supported by the Ministry of the Environment 

Participated in the TCFD Consortium

January 2021
Announced our policy to fully withdraw

from thermal coal interests

April 2021
Sold interests in the Drummond thermal

coal mine in Colombia

In FYE 2022
Plan to sell Ravensworth North

Thermal coal interests in Australia

Other ESG-Related Initiative② ~Promotion of Decarbonization~

We decided to sell thermal coal interests in Ravensworth North in Australia. We promoted decarbonization 
with speed and force while maintaining and enhancing our profitability, especially in the non-resource sector

p.65
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Other ESG-Related Initiative③ ~Enhanced Disclosures of Analysis of TCFD Scenarios~

We disclose our improved business impact evaluation in an analysis 
using EBITDA. The contents are expanded and improved with 
more quantitative description for easier communication

p.65

Annual Report 2020 p.66

ESG Report
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Strengthening the traceability of the supply 
chain using blockchain technologies

Promoting market-oriented environmental 
businesses

Using blockchain technologies for coffee and 
natural rubber, we trace the procurement and 
manufacturing processes and develop high value-
added products adapted for the SDGs

p.111

p.79

Actively promoting environmentally friendly 
materials, such as biomass plastics, recycled 
nylon, and plastic made from recycled ocean 
waste

p.107

▼Containers using bio-PP

Other ESG-Related Initiative④ ~Advancement of the SDG Businesses~

▼Plastic made from 
recycled ocean waste

▼Recycled nylon
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 Presenting specific results of the FamilyMart Business and collaboration with
CITIC and CP Group

 More detailed explanation of the strategic significance of owning and increasing stakes 
in listed Group companies

 Studying and implementing investment projects that help further strengthen our 
earnings base

 Explaining our policy and discussion content related to the succession plans of top 
management

 Expanding our disclosure and building up our track record related to climate change, 
such as GHG reduction results

 Disclosing human resource measures discussed by the Women’s Advancement 
Committee

Issues in 2022 and Beyond
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